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Aston Martin DB4 series 5 Vantage 1963 LHD Chassis: DB4/1211/L

Engine: 370/1181/SS Any classic Aston Martin is very welcome in our

classic car garage, but certainly this super-rare LHD DB4 series 5

Vantage with matching numbers! According to my information only 95

DB4 Series 5 were Vantage and from these only 44 were LHD. This

specific Series 5 model is very much sought after because it

combines the beauty of the DB4 models with being at the same time

the predecessor of the DB5, having obtained in preparation for the

DB5 the slightly longer wheelbase, the typical covered headlights and

the 15" wheels, but still having the sporty GT dashboard. The more

powerful Vantage variant produced 266 HP, thanks to 3 HD8 SU

carburettors, larger valves and a raised compression. Initially sold

new to the 1-st owner in Milano-Italy, but later in life bought by a

Dutch classic car collector, who started a restauration on this DB4.

Some excellent steps forward have been made in this restoration: -

The engine was completely overhauled by a renowned machine shop.

- A complete new set of green tinted sundym glass (original

specification). - 4 new chrome wire wheels. - all new rubbers are

ready to be fitted. - many new parts available for front and rear

suspension, radiator, dashboard, trim, doorlocks, cables, brake &

clutch, brake calipers, etc, etc... - complete re-wiring with new electric

harness. We were pleased to notice that he body of this Aston Martin

is super-sound. Chassis and floors don't need anything. Superleggera

tubes in steel are perfect, evenso is aluminium skin. Also the red

leather upholstery is in excellent condition with just a little bit of

beautiful patina. Finalisation of the restoration of this DB4 series 5

would be very straightforward. We would be pleased to execute this

job for you and do this to your exact desiderata. This Aston Martin

comes with Italian registration documents, an Automobile Club D'Italia

cronological history, and an Aston Martin Factory build sheet.
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